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1. Summary 
 
During May and June 2016 multiple interviews took place with mainstream and specialty 
coffee traders and roasters to gain insights into the perception international traders and 
roasters have of Congolese coffee and the Congolese coffee sector. 
 
There was a lot of consensus to be found among the respondents on both the positive and 
negative perception.  Congolese coffee is perceived to be of high quality with great taste 
profiles.  There are great varieties to be found and beautiful stories to be told.  At the same 
time the huge quality potential of the DR Congo’s coffee sector is not capitalized upon due 
to a lack of skills resulting in bad practices, the underdevelopment of the sector and the 
enormous infrastructural challenges.  Still many international coffee market players believe 
in the large potential of the Congolese coffee sector.  With better insights into international 
market needs, with dedicated support at the exporter, mill, producer group level and 
through carefully building partnerships with international traders, buyers and roasters, 
many challenges can be tackled. 
 
The researched showed that there are many hurdles that need to be overcome for 
international traders/buyers/roasters to seriously consider RD Congo for their coffee 
sourcing.  One of which is quality, which needs to tackled first and foremost.  On the other 
hand there is a lot of willingness, drive and enthusiasm from market players to deploy their 
knowledge, expertise, network and resources in support of reviving the coffee sector in 
Congo.  Exporters, mills representatives and producer groups should be trained and 
supported to find and deploy that willingness, and to use the existing knowledge and 
expertise for building their business and improving their operations. 
 
The marketing action plan that has been developed based on the perception research 
insights to support the strengthening of the Congolese coffee sector and the promotion of 
Congolese coffee in the international market, focuses on three approaches at two 
intervention levels:  
1. Partnership approach at exporter level: support and facilitate exporters to build and 

manage roaster–buyer–trader–exporter–mill and/or producer group partnerships, and 
deploy coalition partners’ knowledge, expertise and network. 

2. Market facilitation approach at exporter and ASSECCAF level: build capacity and 
support exporters and ASSECCAF to facilitate traders/buyers/roasters’ investigation of 
and engagement with the Congolese coffee sector, and strengthen their information 
sharing, marketing and communication skills. 

3. Sector approach at ASSECCAF level: build capacity and support ASSECCAF to develop 
and design a sector profile and sector marketing plan.  

 
Solidly (re)building the Congolese coffee sector will require targeted support, a long term 
commitment of all value chain actors and collaborative partnerships.  The potential of the 
sector, the confirmation of that potential from the market and the willingness and drive of 
many organizations and people to support the revival of the Congolese coffee sector, pave 
the way to bring back the thriving coffee sector Congo had before. 
 
Monique van Wijnbergen, June 2016
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2. Context 

 
In the beginning of the 1990s RD Congo’s coffee export totalled 105,000MT.  At the start of 
the 2000s the export plummeted to 5,000MT.  In 2013 only 4,000MT of coffee export was 
officially registered (FAOSTAT).  Local market actors estimate that approximately 8,000MT 
is officially exported currently.  The majority of the coffee gets smuggled to neighbouring 
countries, from where it finds its way to international markets. 
 
The return of Congolese coffee on the international market has been actively supported 
over the last years.  It has been stimulate both by the private sector and development 
organizations.  It will take time for the Congolese coffee sector to be solidly re-build.  
Challenges will have to be overcome.  Some challenges might be fairly easy to tackle 
through joint collaboration.  Other challenges will require more and lengthier attention.  
Alongside many challenges there are also many market opportunities.  Many international 
coffee market players believe in the large potential of the Congolese coffee sector. 
 
Élan RDC actively supports the revival of the Congolese coffee sector through accelerating 
private sector initiative.  In order to achieve a better impact on the income improvement 
level of the producers, Élan targets different market systems, among others through the 
development of marketing the Congolese coffee.  Élan RDC envisions strengthening the 
marketing capacity of the exporters, supporting their participation at international events 
and ensuring a better visibility for the Congolese coffee by developing a specific Congolese 
coffee label and the mapping of production. 
 
Élan RDC asked BeYond Borders Projects to make an analysis of the perception 
international traders and roasters have of Congolese coffee and the Congolese coffee 
sector.  Based on the perception research a marketing action plan for the strengthening of 
the sector and the promotion of Congolese coffee has been be developed.
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3. Research amongst international coffee buyers, roasters and coffee 
market service providers 

 
For this perception research a questionnaire has been developed (see annex I). 
 
After a desk research a market scanning has been done of both large traders and roasters, 
and of specialty coffee traders and roasters.  The focus has been on Europe and North 
America, as these are the largest consuming markets of quality coffee.  A list of coffee 
traders, roasters and coffee market service providers can be found in annex II. 
 
A number of twelve interviews have taken place, by phone, skype call and face-to-face in 
The Netherlands.  Additional interviews took place at the World of Coffee event (Dublin, 23-
25 June 2016).  Six respondents chose to answer the questionnaires themselves and 
returned it by email.  A list of respondents can be found in annex III. 
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4. Findings perception research: general perceptions in the market 

 
In order to get an insight into the first and foremost perception that is present in the 
market, buyers and roasters where asked to state the first thing that came to their mind 
when asked about Congolese coffee.  
 
 
4.1 Perception of the coffee industry players of Congolese coffee and the Congolese 
coffee sector – the positives 
 
There was a lot of consensus to be found among the respondents on the positive perception 
of Congolese coffee and the Congolese coffee sector. 
 

o Beautiful coffee, good quality, great taste profile 
o Great varieties out there 
o Huge potential, promising, looking forward to explore 
o Beautiful story, story behind is very interesting 
o Excellent niche coffee, for coffee connaisseurs 
o Unique, still hard to find in the market 
o Intriguing, exciting and special origin 

 
 
4.2 Perception of the coffee industry players of Congolese coffee and the Congolese 
coffee sector – the negatives 
 
There was also a lot of consensus to be found among the respondents on the negative 
perception of Congolese coffee and the Congolese coffee sector. 
 

o No quality consistency 
o Bad quality control 
o Bad practices (agricultural practices, picking, fermentation, using the floating 

cherries, sorting etc) 
o Potato defect 
o Very underdeveloped industry 
o Enormous infrastructural challenges, bottlenecks in transport, bottlenecks in milling 
o Instability in deliveries, challenge to secure coffee from DRC, never sure when there 

will be a next shipment 
o Difficult to work there 
o Risky, not safe 
o Lack of information 
o No traceability 
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5. Findings perception research: further insights 
 
In order to gain further insights into the market perceptions on the Congolese coffee and 
Congolese coffee sector, buyers and roasters were asked what they considered to be the 
largest challenges for the revival of the Congolese coffee sector, as well as what they 
consider to be the largest market opportunities.  
 
 
5.1 Largest challenges of the Congolese coffee sector as perceived by the international 
coffee market actors 
 
A number of challenges came forward in most of the interviews and questionnaires.  Often 
mentioned were the high export tax rate, lack of a solid sector base to work from, and the 
old and low yielding coffee trees.  As it will not be possible to tackle these challenges 
marketing-wise, I focussed, in this list and in chapter 6, on the challenges for which 
marketing actions can be developed. 
 
Challenges: 

• Low quality coffee with many defects, eg. potato, due to bad agricultural, post-harvest 
and processing practices. 

• Related to the first point is the lack of quality consistency, which greatly influences the 
negative perception of Congolese coffee. 

• Absence of skills and equipment to evaluate and control quality at the producer, 
producer group and mill level.  Due to this absence of skills, people can’t control and 
take ownership of quality. 

• Absence of a notion of market needs at the producer, producer group, mill level (and 
sometimes even at the exporter level). 

• Lack of market infrastructure.  For the purpose of this research I focussed on the 
producer/buyer relationships. 

• Lack of information.  Buyers and roasters can hardly find any (trustworthy) information, 
which creates a lack of transparency, negatively influencing the general trust level in the 
Congolese coffee sector. 

• Logistical bottlenecks.  To get the coffee from the field to the warehouse is complicated 
and risky. 

• Availability of investment money and access to pre-finance. 

• Lack of good export support, meaning the tax environment and a supportive logistical 
infrastructure. 

 
Another challenge, or worry, which came up a few times, was the aid-driven support for the 
sector and how that will influence long-term sector sustainability.  The main worry revolves 
around what will happen once projects end, as continuity is hugely important.  According to 
some, the promises some development organisations make to producers cannot be realised 
(eg. price levels that can be fetched), which will also have an effect on sector sustainability. 
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5.2 Largest market opportunities of the Congolese coffee sector as perceived by the 
international coffee market actor 
 
Besides a long list of challenges, all of the buyers and roasters also see many opportunities, 
most of which are related to the challenges mentioned at 5.1.  The opportunities have been 
further elaborated in chapter 6.  
 
Opportunities: 

• Capitalize on the huge quality potential.  With a stronger focus on and investment in 
quality improvement, and by taking ownership for quality, the Congolese coffee sector 
can capitalize on its huge quality potential, for all coffee segments.  Whereby not only 
focussing on Arabicas (even though it is a Arabica zone).  There are some good Robustas 
grown as well which also have a good potential. 

• The specialty coffee markets in the US and Europe. 

• Rebuilding the coffee sector atuned to international market needs, learning from 
surrounding coffee countries.  Really dig into the market needs and build the sector 
from there. 

• Capitalize on the stories. 

• Build strong producer group – local exporter – international buyer relationships and 
build from there. 
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6. Proposed next steps: what the Congolese coffee sector needs to deliver 
 
Besides the challenges and opportunities that international coffee market actors see for the 
Congolese coffee sector, some of which might prove difficult to tackle, especially in the 
short term, international traders, buyers and roasters have a clear view on what they would 
like the Congolese coffee sector to deliver on, in order to create more trust in the sector and 
its coffees.  The points that are mentioned below will largely influence the profile and 
reputation of Congolese coffee in the international coffee market, once tackled well. 
 
 
6.1 Increase quality 
Even though, as a first response, when asked what comes to their mind when they think of 
Congolese coffee, many buyers and roasters mention there to be “beautiful coffees”, “good 
qualities”, “great taste profiles” and “great varieties out there”, there is one clear and 
broadly shared priority that needs to be tackled by the Congolese coffee sector: quality.  It is 
crucial to increase the overall quality level if we want to improve the reputation of 
Congolese coffee in the market. 
 
There is a general low market confidence in the quality of Congolese coffee.  Some of the 
Congolese coffee that finds its way to the mainstream market is medium/low K4 quality 
with multiple defects, among which potato.  This feeds the current negative perception.  In 
order to raise the profile of the RDC coffee, overall quality of the coffee needs to increase. 
 
Even though some specialty coffees have proven to be of high quality, some specialty 
buyers experienced the quality of the coffee to decline over time, being less stable than 
coffee from other origins. “Longevity and shelf live prevents us from buying more than we 
can sell in a few months”. 
 
For all coffee market segments it will be key to increase quality.  The challenge will be to 
find the right balance between reaching a good quality level without exaggerating towards 
premium quality (for the specialty market segment), as the extra value that can be fetched 
on that premium specialty coffee batch might get equally lost on the rest of the volume.   
 
One of the questions that need to be addressed revolves around the quality and volume 
capabilities of the producer group, based on which the quality segment to target has to be 
decided.  It is important to develop the right quality strategy per producer group, based on a 
good insight of the current and future quality capabilities of the producer group. 
 
Some believe the Congolese coffee sector should be build using a ‘K4 with less defects’-
route, some say to make sure qualities are improved to K3, others say to go the specialty 
coffee route.  There is no contradiction between these market segments, all of which could 
be targeted.  It depends on the current and future quality capabilities of a specific producer 
group.  Targeting a specific market segment requires a solid investigation into both the 
potential of the producers group, as well as into the market needs. 
 
Apart from the quality strategy that will be chosen, an overall increase in quality and quality 
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consistency is necessary.  That will make the turn around in perception. 
General next steps 
1. Improve agricultural, post-harvest and processing practices. 
2. Invest in (micro) washing stations 

Build a better infrastructure to control quality.  An investment in (micro) washing 
stations will raise quality tremendously. 

3. Extensively train on more selective picking, processing, sorting 
Producers need to be taught to go for better volumes instead of larger volumes. 
A lot of time and effort will need to be invested in improving the capacity of the 
producers to achieve better and more selective picking, processing and sorting.  The 
traders and buyers ascribe the low K4 qualities to a large extend to unselective picking, 
processing and sorting. 

4. Invest in quality control 
Realise strong quality management at the producer, producer group and mill level.  
More on quality control in 6.3 

5. Tackle and erradicate potato defect 
Potato defect is a huge issue for the buyers and roasters.  It transcends East-Congo and 
is also an issue in neighbouring origins like Rwanda and Burundi.  Some buyers even go 
as far as saying that it is considered a part of the East-Congolese coffees right now.  It is 
a difficult issue to overcome in their sourcing decision making: “only buy a small amount 
right now, still a bit risky in terms of quality with potato”.  Consider setting up a program 
with a farmer group to tackle potato defect and use it to the advantage in the marketing 
and communication about the specific farmer group.  Potato defect can be tackled 
through selective sorting, see article ‘You say potato…” in annex IV.   

 
Next steps in marketing 
1. Develop a quality strategy per farmer group and mill, based on producer group’s current 

and future quality and volume capabilities, and based on market needs. 
2. Communicate extensively - bring information to the market 

As the current level of the mainstream market quality of the Congolese coffee 
negatively influences perception, it is crucial to communicate extensively about the 
steps that are being taken to increase the general quality level.  That information needs 
to find its way to the market.  See further point 6.7 

 
 
6.2 Achieve quality consistency 
According to most traders, buyers and roasters, the route back, for the Congolese coffee 
sector to the international coffee market, has to go through quality and consistency.  All 
respondents said that they need quality consistency.  It is crucial for producer groups and 
mills to live up to the consistent (good) quality market need: “we will continue now, but, if 
we cannot, after some amount of time, achieve some level of consistency in deliveries, we 
may stop purchasing”.  Consistency will need to be proven over time.  According to some 
buyers it will only be after three years of delivering on consistency that the market will take 
notice.  Producers need to be taught to keep up product consistency. 
 
 
General next steps 
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The next steps necessary to increase quality also have to be set to achieve quality 
consistency.  Achieving quality consistency also requires better practices, investments in 
(micro) washing stations, extensive training, investment in quality control and tackling 
potato defect.  In order to achieve quality consistency it is also crucial to set up solid internal 
control systems to make sure consistency is realized throughout the group, making it a 
shared responsibility. 
 
Next steps in marketing 
As with increasing quality, achieving quality consistency also requires to: 
1. Develop a quality strategy per farmer group and mill, based on producer group’s current 

and future quality and volume capabilities, and based on market needs. 
2. Communicate extensively - bring information to the market 

As the current level of the quality consistency of the Congolese coffee negatively 
influences perception, it is crucial to communicate extensively about the steps that are 
being taken to achieve better quality consistency.  That information needs to find its 
way to the market.  See further point 6.7 

 
 
6.3 Create quality consciousness and create ownership for quality 
It is crucial to improve the local capacity and skills in quality evaluation and to create an 
understanding of coffee quality.  According to the buyers and roasters, producer, producer 
groups and people at the mill level should be able to evaluate quality and should know what 
to do to control and improve their coffee quality.  At this moment producers might receive 
advise from different people, notably from local middlemen or exporters, but in the end 
producers need to be able to take control for quality themselves. 
 
Training of cupping is very important to this end (green grading, cupping, how to use the 
form, sample roasting), as well creating a solid understanding of how their coffees are 
evaluated in buyers’ and roasters’ line ups.  It is important to build that expertise in the 
country, create an understanding of quality and what their quality potential is. 
Buyers and roasters like to see the local coffee sector actors to start ‘owning’ their quality 
process.  Make sure they start to understand the value of their own product and how to 
maximise it.  “The infrastructure and passion for quality need to be build from within the 
coops and mills”. 
 
General next steps 
1. Invest in quality and cupping laboratories 

Build the quality control infrastructure.  An interesting example could be the 
introduction of rural coffee labs in Ethiopia. 

 
Next steps in marketing 
1. Invest in local quality evaluation and cupping skills through training. 
2. Organize expert workshops 

There are a lot of coffee experts in markets (roasters, Q-graders, baristas) who are 
willing to share their knowledge in training sessions and workshops. 

3. Realise knowledge transfer through regional exchanges. 
Some of the surrounding coffee countries have invested in quality labs and quality 
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evaluation skills.  There are many experts out there whose knowledge and expertise can 
be benefitted from. 

4. Communicate extensively - bring information to the market 
As the current level of the quality consciousness in the Congolese coffee sector is low, 
which negatively influences perception, it is crucial to communicate extensively about 
the steps that are being taken to create ownership of quality.  That information needs to 
find its way to the market.  See further point 6.7 

 
 
6.4 Create a notion of market needs; and create ownership for servicing market needs 
Practically all traders, buyers, roasters and coffee experts want to see a better market 
understanding at the level of the producer groups, mills and exporters.  There needs to be 
an understanding of what their buyers need and value in their coffee.  This understanding 
should be translated to their production, quality, marketing and sales strategies. 
 
Many respondents consider this to be a large opportunity for the Congolese coffee sector, 
rebuilding the coffee sector atuned to market needs.  As there are, for instance, so many 
different quality levels, it is important to know what the specific buyer and/or roaster is 
looking for.  It is equally important to know about the needs of the customers of these 
buyers and roasters.  This way relevant information can be provided to exporters and 
buyers, which will facilitate a better representation of their coffee in the market. 
 
Next steps in marketing 
1. Investigate market needs and segment trader, buyer and roaster groups accordingly. 
2. Increase market knowledge in the sector through training sessions and workshops 

Organise trainings on the skills and the universal language of the (specialty) coffee 
market. 

3. Bring together local exporters, regional buyers and international buyers to exchange 
information and elaborate on market needs. 

4. Increase market knowledge by sending coffee sector representatives (producers group 
leaders, exporters) to international coffee events. 
Through bringing the local representatives to international events and creating 
engagement moments with international traders, buyers and roasters, insights about 
market needs will develop and will be brought back and can be shared within the group. 
 

 
6.5  Ease the process of working with the Congolese coffee sector by creating strong 
producer/buyer relationships, using the existing local market infrastructure 
What the Congolese coffee sector also needs to deliver on, according to the traders, buyers 
and roasters, is building strong producer/buyer relationships, using the currently existing 
local market infrastructure of exporters on the ground. Some buyers consider the strategy 
of certain development organisations, to go to the international market without using the 
existing local infrastructure, to be a non-sustainable strategy. 
 
The experience of buyers and roaster, when buying Congolese origin coffee, is that it can be 
good and it can be bad; it is irratic.  For them it’s crucial to know who they are buying from.  
They want to build a solid relationship with the supplier(s): “Need to know that it is from a 
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well managed mill, that the price is sustainable, that the coffee is well sorted, stored, 
packaged and transported”.  This requires transparency, traceability and good feedback 
loops.  In order to build solid feedback loops it is important, according to some of the buyers 
and roasters, to use the existing market infrastructure of local exporters. 
 
Some buyers mentioned Rwanda as an example; a coffee origin they advised to learn from. 
Local exporters with whom they work in Rwanda have created strong relationships between 
their buyers and the producers groups they are sourcing from.  The feedback loops that 
have been created work very well.  Feedback from the buyers (eg. on quality, defects, 
sorting) reaches the producer groups, who in turn, have learned to use that feedback to 
improve their practices and to better service their buyers’ needs.  Buyers and roasters like to 
see that they are facilitated to create strong relationships with producer groups in East-
Congo as well, through local exporters, including the solid feedback loops. 
 
Also the larger traders/buyers stress the importance of using the existing local infrastructure 
to realise good producer/buyer relationships.  Development organisations should, in their 
opinion, stimulate the collaboration with local exporters who know the environment, the 
market risks and who will be there in the long run.  Especially the market volatility makes it 
important to work with the local players, minimizing the risk of discouraged producers in 
weak coffee years.  It was stressed though, that it is important to build in the necessary 
checks and balances, and as such to set up a solid system for monitoring those relationship;  
to monitor critical control points, for example farm gate prices in relation to market prices. 
 
The smaller buyers and roaster are very keen on establishing direct relationships with the 
producers groups and mills.  They want to know the people behind their coffee.  With the 
local exporter as the connector between the buyer and producer it is important that the 
capacity of the exporters to market the producer groups will be strengthened. 
 
General action points 
1. Scope the local market to find trustworthy and collaborative local exporters, raise their 

capacity and train and support them in their connector-role between buyers & roasters 
and producer groups & mills.   

 
Next steps in marketing 
1. Improve relationship building capacity at the level of the exporters and producers 

groups. 
Train exporters in their skills to service buyers and roasters better, eg. facilitate buyers 
to access good coffee and create good relationships with producer groups and mills. 

2. Build capacity at the exporter and producer group level to create solid feedback loops 
and train them to continuously use the feedback loop to improve their practices and to 
better service market needs. 

3. Support the exporters and producer groups to position themselves, eg. support the 
development of a quality and volume strategy, market segmentation and finding the 
right producer groups to work with.  Train them in facilitating market connections. 

4. Support exporters and producer groups in developing their marketing and 
communication skills, eg. bringing the right information to the markets, setting the right 
tone and bringing the individual producer group/mill stories to life.  Read more at 6.7 
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6.6 Use certification as an instrument to build producer group-exporter-international 
buyer relationships 
One of the routes to build trade relationships between producer groups, local exporters and 
(the larger) international buyers could be through certification. 
 
Certification, especially UTZ (known to drive quality and yield), Rainforest Alliance and 4C (a 
verification system mostly used by larger volume buyers like Nestle and Tchibo) are mainly 
important for the larger volume buyers.  One of the challenges of certification is cost.  
Pursuing one of these three certification standards is therefore only worthwhile when there 
is a relationship with an international buyer who is committed to buy a certain certified 
volume from the certified producer group, cooperative or plantation.  Embarking on the 
process of certification should be a tri-partite collaboration between a producer group, local 
exporter and international buyer.  
 
Which standard to pursue will depend on the targeted international buyer.  Generally, the 
larger volume buyers have a preferred standard. 
 
Marketing action points 
1. Investigate the buyer – certification standard links. 
2. Find industry partners through the UTZ, Rainforest Alliance and/or 4C secretariats and 

platforms.  Contact the standard bodies to investigate which prospect buyers to jointly 
connect with. 

3. Investigate the opportunity to set up a project with one of the standards and use it for 
relationship building and communication purposes. 

 
 
6.7 Bring engaging stories and information to the market to create awareness for 
Congolese coffee and to raise its market profile 
Traders, buyers and roasters want to be well informed, both on the positives and on the 
challenges.  Unfortunately there is little information available about the Congolese coffee 
sector.  It is difficult to build trust and improve perception when there seems to be little 
transparency.  In order to raise awareness for Congolese origin coffee, in order to raise the 
profile in the market, and in order to create interest and desire, information needs to find its 
way to the markets. 
 
Some buyers and roasters are interested in the producer stories.  Some buyers and roasters 
want to see more practical and technical information, which can give them some insights 
about the feasibility of potentially sourcing from the Congolese coffee sector.  It all revolves 
around an open, transparent and trustworthy information supply.  The proposed 
opportunities and next steps as described in the previous points will generate the necessary 
content to engage with the buyers and roasters. 
 
A few respondents gave feedback on the idea to create a brand to unite coffees from Kivu.  
Some respondents did not consider it be necessary for someone “in the middle” to develop 
a brand, at least, not at this point in time.  The buyers and roasters consider themselves to 
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be well positioned in their markets to take on the marketing for Congolese coffee in their 
markets (as they have done previously for Rwandan coffee).  According to the respondents 
the time and resources would be better invested to make sure that relevant and engaging 
information reaches the markets.   
 
Marketing action points 
1. Communicate about the revival of the Congolese coffee sector 

Communicate, in an engaging way, what is happening on the ground.  The sector still 
has a long way to go.  Build on that and take the market along in that process.  These are 
the engaging stories, but it can also include the more technical information through 
sector updates and mission team report. 

2. Communicate proof points 
Show progress by showing volume growth, qualities achieved, investments done in 
increasing quality, consistency and quality control etc. 

3. Create and use local ambassadors. 
Spotlight some key people from the Congolese coffee sector as ambassadors for the 
sector.  This way buyers and roasters will meet the people they might potentially be 
working with. 

4. Bring sector representatives (eg. the local ambassadors) to the markets through 
international events.  Get them speaker slots, have them meet the buyers and roasters. 

5. Create a tri-partite collaboration in marketing and communication to bring the story of 
Congolese coffee alive.   
Tri-partite collaborate in marketing and communication means that the producer group, 
the local exporter and the international buyer jointly get the information, message and 
story out to the markets and build from there. 

6. Facilitate buyers and roasters, who want to market Congolese coffee in their markets, to 
communicate an engaging story by supplying them, through the local exporters, with 
relevant and engaging information. 

7. Make it social - create on online presence 
Studies show that social media is responsible for the largest shift in brand perception.  
Consider creating a Congolese coffee (or Kivu Coffee) campaign instead of a brand. 
Ideally the campaign would have to be support multiple initiatives, creating a joint 
campaign. 

8. Organise cupping sessions and share lots of samples in the market - bring the proof 
points to the people. 
 
 

6.8 Overcome logistical bottlenecks 
Although not within marketing control, it needs to be mentioned that buyers and traders 
want to see the DRC deliver on improvement of logistics.  A worry buyers and roasters 
mentioned often is the unreliability and the untimely arrival of the coffee in their 
warehouses. 
 
 
6.9 Create access to (pre-)finance 
Although also not within marketing control, buyers and roasters want to see efforts to 
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finding partners who are willing to pre-finance the coops.  It was said that once this 
bottleneck would be solved the export volumes could be quadrupled. 
 
 
6.10 Improve the export environment 
Although not within marketing control, it needs to be mentioned that buyers and traders 
want to see the DRC improve the export environment, meaning lower export tax rates and 
the development of a supportive logistical infrastructure. 
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7. Marketing action plan 
 
With so many challenges, opportunities and entry points to work from it is important to 
prioritize and convert the multitude of possible next steps into a focused marketing action 
plan.  With numerous steps that could be taken (and equally numerous market players 
would like to see taken, as became clear from the research), the proposed marketing 
actions are determined bases Élan’s approach and capacity. 
 
The marketing action plan focuses on three approaches at two intervention levels: 
4. Partnership approach at exporter level 

Support and facilitate exporters to build and manage roaster–buyer–trader–exporter– 
mill and/or producer group partnerships (or coalitions), and deploy coalition partners’ 
knowledge, expertise and network.  The target group are the traders/buyers/roasters 
who have shown an interest in the DR Congo coffee sector and who should be 
supported and guided to consider the DRC more serously for their coffee sourcing. 

5. Market facilitation approach at exporter and ASSECCAF level 
Build capacity and support exporters and ASSECCAF to facilitate traders’/buyers’ 
/roasters’ investigation of and engagement with the Congolese coffee sector, and 
strengthen their information sharing, marketing and communication skills.  The target 
group are the traders/buyers/roasters who have awareness of and interest in the DR 
Congo coffee sector but do not know where to go or how to best start their investigation 
of the DRC coffee sector. 

6. Sector approach at ASSECCAF level 
Build capacity and support ASSECCAF to develop and design a sector profile and sector 
marketing plan.  The target group are the traders/buyers/roasters who know little about 
the DRC as a coffee origin but are sourcing from the region.  Focus on creating 
awareness and interest. 

 
For an overview of the marketing action plan see annex V. 
 
 
7.1 Partnership approach at exporter level 
In order to overcome existing hurdles at the international traders/buyers/roasters-side to 
seriously consider DR Congo for their sourcing, in order to make use of knowledge, 
expertise, network and resources at international traders/buyers/roasters, and in order to 
secure sourcing and development, exporters need to be facilitated and supported in 
developing their skills to build and manage roaster – buyer – trader – exporter – mill and/or 
producer group partnerships. 
 
General market perception, as well as the experience of some of the buyers and roasters 
that currently source from East-Congo, point to a fragility in the collaboration with the 
Congolese coffee sector.  It is important to take careful steps forward and to refrain from 
overpromising ay both sides of the value chain.  Potential mistakes in the collaboration 
might have far reaching and long lasting effects. 
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Support exporters to build and manage partnerships with a few dedicated partners.  Start 
field-testing two or three partnerships and scale up based on the insights and learning of 
the pilot partnerships. 
 
The research showed that there is a lot of willingness, drive and enthusiasm from market 
players to deploy their knowledge, expertise and network in support of building a thriving 
coffee sector in Congo.  Deploy that willingness and knowledge for the development of 
quality control, quality improvement, creation of feedback loops, marketing & sales, 
information sharing etc. 
 
Start by drafting potential partnerships based on the market engagement that has been 
taking place.  Certification organisations like UTZ Certified, Rainforest Alliance and 4C could 
also play a role in finding potential coalition partners.  Three feasible partnerships: 

• Trabocca.  Currently sourcing from East-Congo and investigating to scale up.  Have a 
good customer base in Europe and the US.  Have already clearly voiced their intentions 
and collaboration needs (see annex II). 

• Nespresso.  Want to do more special editions as of 2018 (eg. a coffee revival serie). 
Carefully decide which exporter & which producer group; design strategy with exporter 
& producer group; actively connect and create the link to a large trader (eg. ECOM).  
Approach Nespresso only after making all the necessary connections between the 
different value chain actors (see annex II). 

• Sustainable Harvest.  This would be a broader partnership, beyond sourcing alone (see 
annex II). 
 

For an overview of advised concrete marketing actions see 7.2 
 
 
7.2 Market facilitation approach at exporter and ASSECCAF level 
In order to overcome the lack of information about the Congolese coffee sector, in order to 
provide guidance to interested international traders/buyers/roasters, and in order to secure 
long term interest and continuity of sourcing, exporters and ASSECCAF need to be 
supported in the development of their facilitation skills to guide the investigation of 
traders/buyers/roasters in the Congolese coffee sector, and in their information sharing, 
marketing and communication skills. 

 
The lack of information and with that, the lack of guidance on how to best approach the 
Congolese coffee sector creates hurdles at the international traders/buyers/roasters-side to 
seriously consider DR Congo as a coffee origin to source from.  Many traders/buyers/ 
roasters opt for the ease of doing business in neighbouring Rwanda. 
 
By supporting exporters and ASSECCAF in developing their facilitation role,  interested 
traders/buyers /roasters could be converted into action to start sourcing from the DRC.  
Exporters and ASSECAF should simplify the steps of investigating opportunities in the DRC 
and linking traders/buyers/roasters to mills and producer groups. 
 
For an overview of advised concrete marketing actions see 7.2 
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7.3 Sector approach at ASSECCAF level 
In order to overcome the lack of information about the Congolese coffee sector, in order to 
create awareness of RD Congo as a coffee origin, and in order to stimulate actions towards 
sourcing from the DRC, ASSECCAF needs to be supported to develop and design a sector 
profile and a sector marketing plan. 
 
From the perception research it became clear that many traders/buyers/roasters are 
currently not aware of the fact that the RD Congo coffee sector is reviving and returning to 
the international market.  ASSECCAF should be stimulated and supported to take the lead 
in creating a sector profile, as well as developing a sector marketing plan in which the focus 
lies on creating awareness and interest at international market players. 
 
For an overview of advised concrete marketing actions see 7.2 
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7.2 Overview of concrete steps in the marketing action plan 

 

Marketing Action Plan: partnership approach at exporter level 
 
- Facilitate building roaster – buyer - trader – exporter -  mill/producer group partnerships; 
- Support exporter to develop basic infrastructure to manage partnership successfully; 
- Deploy partners’ knowledge, expertise and network to gain insights into market needs, build quality control skills, 
   improve quality, build quality consistency, increase volume. 
 
-> field test 2-3 partnerships 
 

Facilitate building 
partnerships 

- Based on the market scoping (eg. during the perception research, the Dublin event) 
  draft potential roaster – buyer - trader – exporter – mill/producer group partnerships, 
  starting from the market perspective. 
- Decide on market entry point to build the partnership. 
- Select the exporter(s) who will be supported to build the partnership and serve as the 
   partnership’s linking pin and partnership lead. 
- Support the exporter(s) in building the collaborative partnership(s) with the 
   trader/buyer/roaster. 
- Support the partnership by stimulating a close collaboration and mutual 
  investment to explain and understand the ruling market needs on quality/volume/price/  
  information etc 
- Support exporter to develop quality/volume/price/information action plans based on 
   acquired market needs insights (also supported by the market partner). 
- Support exporter to execute strategies and investigate mills’/producer groups’ 
  capabilities to service market needs. 
- Profile feasible trader/buyer/roaster – mill/producer group connections and take  
   forward to trader/buyer/roaster. 
- Facilitate the joint selection of the mill(s)/producer group(s) to work with and support  
   exporter to create a collaborative partnership. 

Support development of 
basic partnership 
infrastructure 

- Support exporter to develop solid feedback loops for information sharing among  
  partners for improvement purposes. To be ‘owned’ by and at the responsibility of the 
  exporter.  Learn from market partners’ experience with Rwandan exporters. 
- Support exporter to facilitate the traders/buyers/roasters in their marketing of the 
  coffee by providing relevant information and engaging stories about the supplying 
  mills/producers groups. 
 

Deploy coalition partners’ 
knowledge, expertise and 
network 

- Support exporter to deploy market coalition partner’s knowledge, expertise and  
  network to build quality control skills, improve quality, build quality consistency and 
  increase volume. 
- Support exporter to organise expert workshops with market partner, for knowledge 
  transfer purposes. 
- Support exporter to deploy market partner’s marketing & communication expertise 
   and channels to market the Congolese coffee towards partners’ customers and in key 
  markets (offer lists, publications, descriptions etc) 
- Stimulate joint communication about the coffee and its producers, their partnership 
   and the Congolese coffee sector development. 
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Marketing Action Plan: market facilitation approach at exporter and ASSECCAF level 

 
- Build capacity and support exporters and ASSECCAF to facilitate and guide the investigation of traders/ 
   buyers/roasters’ in and the engagement with the Congolese coffee sector; 
- Strengthen exporters’ and ASSECCAF’s information sharing, marketing and communication skills. 
 

Facilitate and guide the 
investigation and 
engagement of traders/ 
buyers/ roasters 

- Provide a good overview of the Congolese coffee sector through the creation of a 
   coffee map with regions, mills, producer groups, coops. 
- Investigate to possibility to integrate an overview of taste profiles on the coffee map; 
   investigate opportunity to use Sustainable Harvest Tastify concept*. 
- Support exporters and ASSECAF t0 organize cuppings of Congolese coffees from 
  different regions in selected key markets. 
- Support exporters and ASSECCAF to  Organize field trips for interested traders/ 
   buyers/roasters. 
- Send exporters & ASSECAF representatives to international events. 

Strengthen information 
sharing, marketing and 
communication skills 

- Train and support exporters to provide traders/buyers/roaasters with (relevant) 
   information according to market needs; eg. engaging producer and producer group  
   stories. 
- Support exporters by designing and providing good marketing materials. 
- Support exporters by providing good examples of descriptions from other origins of 
   producer group, taste profile, region etc. 
- Investigate the opportunity to collaborate with the CBI (see annex II) and facilitate the 
  connection  with the CBI for exporters’ training in sales, marketing and communication  
  skiills.  

 

Marketing Action Plan: sector approach at ASSECCAF level 

 
- Build capacity and support ASSECAF to develop and design a sector profile. 
- Build capacity and support of ASSECAF to develop and implement a sector marketing plan. 
 
Sector profiling - Provide a good overview of the Congolese coffee sector through the creation of a 

   coffee map with regions, mills, producer groups, coops (as above). 
- Provide a good overview through the creation of an exporters list including a clear  
   profile of the exporters. 
- Support ASSECCAF to develop itself as a reliable information source and start 
   building an information platform. Eg. develop a “Sector Quarterly”-report, providing 
   information about the revival of the Congolese coffee sector, overview of coffee 
   sector actors, overview of progress in the sector (eg. new washing stations, Q-labs 
   etc), upcoming field trips and cupping events etc. 
 - Investigate the opportunity to collaborate with the CBI and facilitate the connection 
   between CBI and ASSECCAF (as above). 

Sector marketing - Support ASSECCAF to development of ‘Joint Marketing Initiative’, supporting 
   exporters, mills and producer groups in their marketing, communication and sales 
   activities.  See example Twin’s jmicoffee**. 
- Investigate opportunity to collaborate with Sustainable Harvest and organise a ‘Let’s 
  Talk Coffee’-event***. 
- Investigate the opportunity to collaborate with the CBI and facilitate the connection 
   with the CBI for ASSECAFF’s training in marketing and communication skills.  
- Support ASSECAF t0 Organize cuppings of Congolese coffees from  
   different regions in some key markets (as above). 
- Support ASSECAF t0 organize field trips for interested traders/ buyers/roasters (as 
  above). 
- Send exporters to international events (as above). 
I- Invite journalist(s) to write  and publish about the Congolese coffee sector. 
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* The ‘Tastify’ concept of Sustainable Harvest is as a tool to streamline the communication from the 
exporters/mills/producers groups towards the traders/buyers/roasters.  Tastify can give a much fuller idea of 
the specific coffee besides the hight of its quality score.  It shows the full taste profile of the coffee.  It creates a 
common language of taste based on global market needs.  It could serve as a support tool in the feedback 
loop, supporting a quality and taste driven conversation. 
www.sustainableharvest.com/?s=tastify&submit=Search 
 
** The ‘Joint Marketing Initiative’ of Twin aims to build a collective reputation for quality coffee from 
smallholders in Africa.  It can serve as an inspiration to build from for the Congolese coffee sector marketing.  
http://jmicoffee.org 
 
*** The  ‘Let’s Talk Coffee’ event brings supply chain partners together in coffee producing countries to 
discuss pressing issues in the industry, strengthen business relationships, and participate in training workshops 
and cuppings.  www.letstalkcoffee.org 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.sustainableharvest.com/?s=tastify&submit=Search
http://www.letstalkcoffee.org/

